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A STRATEGIC PROCUREMENT PARTNER

We give healthcare organizations greater 
control over their product supply chain 
by providing direct sourcing solutions 
that increase the quality, lower the 
cost, and are designed to their custom 
specifications and brand.
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Increase Product Quality 
Our source-to-spec approach allows our 
customers to develop products to meet 
their clinician and patient needs for  
better outcomes and patient experience.

Custom Products 
We customize products to reflect your 
brand, and ultimately your clinician and 
patient preferences. Your branding and 
exact specifications supports the healthcare 
experience, and extends the patient 
experience beyond the healthcare setting.

Reduce Healthcare Expense 
A direct-to-factory capability provides cost 
savings with high quality products.  Our 
partnerships with leading IDNs range from 
single-product custom design projects to 
full product portfolio initiatives bringing 
savings and quality programs.

A New Approach to Direct Sourcing in Healthcare

“THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN 
HEALTHCARE”

COMMODITIES · CLINICAL PRODUCTS · HOSPITAL BRANDED  
PATIENT EXPERIENCE · PRIVATE LABEL · CUSTOMIZED

Failure to de-risk the supply chain  
with direct visibility has motivated  

a call to action

Hospital CFOs plan  
to add new  

suppliers

58%

Hospital CFOs plan to 
invest in supply chain 

initiatives

66%
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PRIMO’S Glide & Guide Turn Sheet allows for easy gliding across the bed while reducing staff injuries.

Heel 
Offloading 

Solutions

PREVENTATIVE WOUND CARE MANAGEMENT

Heel Lift System
The only heel offloading boot on the market that has a tapered foam wedge 
combined with soft pillow fiber. The PRIMOBoot heel lift system ensures 
continuous flotation of the heel for treatment and prevention of a pressure 
point which can lead to a pressure injury. The foam wedge mimics the curve 
of the calf to reduce hyperextension of the knee.

Contact us today to hear about our 
entire line of PRIMO products.

Over 30 years of innovation, industry leadership, and 
superior quality have made PRIMO one of the world’s 
leaders specializing in preventive wound care products. 
PRIMO offers a wide variety product portfolio that has 
been derived from customer input from hospital clinicians.

PRIMOBoot, clinically designed with an internal tapered foam wedge, consistently offloads the heel 
providing the ultimate protection against heel pressure injuries.

Sacrum 
Offloading 
& Position 

System

PRIMO’S Glide & Guide Turn System reduces 
friction by up to 67% significantly reducing the 
force needed to position patients and offload 
the sacrum, reposition patients with ease, and 
simplify lateral transfers.

Scan for Product 
Education Videos

Scan for Product 
Education Videos

PRIMO Glide & Guide Body Wedges increase patient comfort with a variety of angles and rounded wedges.

Body wedges reliably offload the sacrum while maintaining a 
consistent 30° patient position. Wedges have a completely wipeable 
surface and handles for convenient gripping to reposition patients. 
Wedges are available with a classic angled edge or a rounded edge. 

Rounded body wedge decreases pressure on the back for increased 
patient comfort. 


